Oak Class
Term 4
Dear Parents,
The information below gives an outline of what the children will be learning this Term 4. Physical Education
will be on a Monday and Wednesday this term so please ensure children wear their kits to school on those
days and bring a spare change of clothes in a bag.

English
Spellings
Words with endings which sound like /shuhl/ after a vowel letter; words with endings which sound like /shuhl/
after a consonant letter; words with a ‘soft c’ spelt /ce/; word families based on common words, showing how
words are related in form and meaning; statutory spelling challenge words; recap of words from the Year 5/6
spelling list.
Writing
Historical fiction (escape story); news broadcast; explanation; play script; adventure story, including dialogue;
biography.
Reading
Information retrieval; inference and deduction; use of language; word meaning; summarizing; predicting.
Drama
Debate; conscience alley; empathy and listening; hot seating; role play.

Maths
Ratio and fractions; calculating ratio; applying scale factors to solve problems involving ratio; ratio and
proportion problems; reading and interpreting line graphs; drawing line graphs to solve problems; circle
theorem; reading and interpreting pie charts, including with percentages; finding the mean; measuring angles
with a protractor; angles on a straight line and around a point; angles in a triangle, special quadrilaterals and
polygons; nets of 3-dimensional shapes.

Science
Light - recognise that light appears to travel in straight lines; use the idea that light travels in straight lines
to explain that objects are seen because they give out or reflect light into the eye; explain that we see
things because light travels from light sources to our eyes or from light sources to objects and then to our
eyes; use the idea that light travels in straight lines to explain why shadows have the same shape as the
objects that cast them.
Music: Djembe Drums
Humanities: Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical
geography of a region of the United Kingdom, a region in Europe and a region within North or South America.
French: Ici et là (‘out and about’)
Physical Education: Athletics and gymnastics.

Computing: Networks, including, E-safety & Digital Literacy.
Art: Cooking and nutrition.
PSHE: Safe relationships; recognising and managing pressure; consent in different situations; respecting
ourselves and others; expressing opinions and respecting other points of view, including discussing topical
issues.
Religious Education: What matters most to Christians and humanists?

